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FROM THE EDITOR
come true, I was so proud of her
(and shocked that she actually
listened) for getting the message.
And what a powerful message it
is: anything is possible when you
believe in yourself!
Think about that for a moment …
anything is possible.
When was the last time that
you truly believed anything was
possible, that you could achieve a
goal or make a dream come true?

Nothing Is Impossible
During Thanksgiving dinner I was
relaying a story about how I was
planning to become a member of
a local government board. Without
skipping a beat, my 21-year-old
niece looked at me and said, “Yes,
Aunt Joanie, you can be on the
board.” I replied, “I know, I am going
to be.” She then said, “Of course
you can if you believe it.” To which I
stated, “No, really, I am going to be
on the board.” She came back with
a resounding, “Yes, I believe you
can!”
At this point I was laughing
hysterically because I realized
that she was reinforcing what she
believed to be wishful thinking on
my part. She was cheering me on
guided by the advice that I (and
her mother) always offer her: that
anything is possible with a positive
attitude and belief in oneself.
Even though I was actually
appointed to the position and
wasn’t referring to making a wish

It isn’t always easy to have the
confidence to believe that you
can make anything happen. The
routine of daily life beats you
down and often you’re left jaded
and depressed. Fear has a way
of sneaking in and governing the
way you live. Naysayers remind
you of your shortcomings until
their beliefs become yours too.
Climbing out of the rut we call life
can be a challenge. But, guess
what? You have the power to
change every aspect of your
existence. But, in order to do so,
you have to do two things: you
must decide what you want and
you must believe you can do it.
Everything else will follow; you
will find a way.
As another year comes to an
end and a new one begins, with
endless possibilities, it’s the
perfect time to examine where
you are in your life and where you
want to go. Once you know the
direction, create an action plan,
educate yourself, and get moving!
Remember … nothing is
impossible when you believe Im
Possible!
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JOEL OSTEEN

ARE YOU IN THE RIGHT FRAME OF MIND?
In John chapter 5, there was a man who
was crippled. For 38 years, he had been
lying by the pool of Bethesda, a place
where miracles took place constantly.
There were actually angels present and
whenever an angel would stir the water,
the first person who got into the pool
would be healed.
I can imagine the first few months that
he was there, he had great expectation,
thinking, “This is going to be my day.
I’m going to be the one who gets healed
today.” He was passionate. He had
enthusiasm. But a month went by and
it didn’t happen. He probably got a little
bit discouraged. And then three months,
and it still doesn’t happen and he’s more
discouraged. Then a year…then five
years. Now 38 years later, he is still lying
by the pool totally convinced that it’s
never going to happen.
One day, Jesus came by and asked this
man a question. He said, “Sir, do you
want to get well?” In a sense, that was an
odd question. Of course he wanted to get
well. He had been lying by the pool 38
years hoping to get in. But, Jesus wanted
to see his attitude.

The way the man responds shows us
what his problem was. Instead of saying,
“Yes! I want to get well,” he began to
make all these excuses. He said, “Jesus,
I don’t have anybody to help me get in the
water. I’ve tried and failed year after year.
You know my legs don’t work. It’s just so
unfair. It’s just not right.” Here Jesus, the
Son of God, the One that has the power
to heal him is standing right there, but this
man is so focused on all the reasons that
it’s not going to work out.
In life, I’ve found that you can be at the
right place in the wrong frame of mind
and miss what God wants to do. Some
people have been praying for years and
years for a loved one but it looks like it’s
not doing any good. You’ve been standing
in faith for a marriage to be restored,
to accomplish a goal, but it seems like
one setback after another. Now you’ve
lost your enthusiasm. You’ve lost your
passion. But I believe, just like in this
situation, God is passing by your way
today. You are at the right place. The real
question is: are you in the right frame of
mind? Do you know that this could be
your day?

Don’t miss your moment! It may look
impossible. But how do you know that
God is not just about to turn it around
or thrust you to a whole new level?
Don’t be like this man and sit around 38
years making excuses as to why you
can’t get well. No, God doesn’t want to
hear our excuses. He is saying today,
“Do you want to be blessed? Do you
want to be victorious?” Do you want to
live His abundant life? Then shake off
the self-pity and disappointment. Rise
up and say, “Today is my day. Now is
the time for healing. Now is the time for
breakthroughs. I am in the right frame of
mind and I expect to see You’re power in
my life!”
Joel Osteen is pastor of Lakewood
Church in Houston, Texas – a vibrant
and diverse church that Forbes calls the
largest and fastest-growing congregation
in America. Joel shares a positive
message of hope and encouragement
that extends all around the world.
www.joelosteen.com
Copyright © 2014 by Joel Osteen. All
rights reserved. Used by permission.
International copyright secured.
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Mark Hyman, MD

6 Simple Strategies to Eat Healthy
When You Dont Have Time
“How do I make smart eating choices
on a busy schedule?” patients frequently
ask. As a busy doctor, I can understand
how eating healthy might feel like a
herculean demand and become short
shift among the numerous demands in
your life. While eating healthy on a time
budget does require a little planning, it’s
easier than you might imagine.
I find when I invest that time, it pays off
by keeping me healthy and eating well.
In the end, it makes life easier. You can
cook once and eat twice by making more
than you need and enjoying leftovers.
Let’s face it: If you wait to decide what to
eat until just before you leave for work or
just after you get home in the evening,
you may not have everything you need
to put a meal on the table. Cooking your
own food can become a revolutionary act
that could even save your life.
Being caught off guard, coupled with
a growling stomach, could put you in
danger of going off your program entirely.
That’s called a food emergency. When
that happens, we will always go for what
is available, quick and easy – usually
addictive, processed junk.

shopping cart. Another helpful hint: never
go to the grocery store hungry!
Go frozen. Frozen vegetables (preferably
organic) become a real timesaver,
especially if you already have some in
your freezer and can avoid the need for
last-minute grocery store stops. Ditto
for frozen grass-fed beef, wild-caught
salmon, and organic berries. Shopping
at warehouse stores can become a real
time- and money-saver. Just buy the very
best quality you can find. If you have the
freezer space, you can take advantage of
sales and coupons and stock up for weeks
or even months with these essentials.
Choose pre-prepped. If chopping doesn’t
fit your tight agenda, choose fresh prewashed organic leafy greens, like spinach,
kale, arugula, and even Romaine. Pre-cut
produce is also available at many markets,
which drastically reduces kitchen work.
They might be a bit more expensive, but if
you’re short on time they’re worth it.

A little strategic planning ensures
you never need to fall into those
emergencies. I’ve found these six
strategies help me and my patients
maintain consistently healthy meals even
with the tightest schedules.

Don’t be afraid of canned foods.
Carefully chosen canned and jarred foods,
such as vegetable or chicken stocks,
sardines, wild Alaskan salmon, artichokes,
and roasted red peppers, make it easy to
toss together last-minute meals. Always
choose lower-sodium versions and read
labels carefully to be sure that gluten, dairy,
sugars, and other unwanted ingredients
aren’t inadvertently sneaking into your diet.
If choosing canned food, opt for PBA free
cans whenever possible.

Make a list. Take some time one day
every week to sit down and make a
shopping list. Then visit the grocery store
and purchase all of the ingredients for
those recipes in advance. Keeping a list
and sticking to it saves time, money, and
unhealthy food from “landing” in your

Schedule a preparation day and make
it fun. Once you’ve shopped and have
a well-stocked kitchen, you’ll want to
prepare for the days ahead. Choose two
days during the week (I find that Sunday
and Wednesday work) when you are
going to spend a few extra hours in the

kitchen, cooking and preparing as much
as you can in advance. That means
chopping veggies, whipping up sauces
and marinades, and cooking brown rice
and other whole grains in advance. Get
your kids involved, create some great
conversation, and make the process fun
rather than a chore.
When you’re really time crunched, at
least go healthy. Even when you do your
best, you’ll have days where everything
falls apart and even throwing together a
simple salad topped with pre-cooked wild
salmon becomes impossible. Because
you prepared, you’ll have nuts, seeds,
and other healthy snacks to steady blood
sugar levels so you’re not ravenous by
dinner. Many grocery stores now have
hot bars with healthy selections. Stopping
by Whole Foods Market on your way
home for a rotisserie chicken along with
sautéed pre-cooked vegetables makes
a simple “fast food” meal without the
sugar and damaged fat in drive-thru
foods. Always do the best you can under
the circumstances rather than aim for
perfection.
Mark Hyman, MD, is dedicated to
identifying and addressing the root
causes of chronic illness through
a groundbreaking whole-systems
medicine approach called Functional
Medicine. He is a family physician, an
eight-time New York Times bestselling
author, and an international leader in
his field. Through his private practice,
education efforts, writing, research, and
advocacy, he empowers others to stop
managing symptoms and start treating
the underlying causes of illness, thereby
tackling our chronic-disease epidemic.
www.drhyman.com

STEVE GOODIER

TIME TO WAKE UP?
A Buddhist monk strode into a Zen
pizza parlor and said, “Make me
one with everything.” The proprietor
appreciated the Zen humor and,
when the monk paid with $20 bill,
the guy pocketed it.
“Hey,” asked the monk, “where’s my
change?”
“Change,” replied the owner
inscrutably, “must come from within.”
And it’s true: we can wait for things
to change or we can change
ourselves. One way rarely works
while the other rarely fails.
I have a friend who used to teach
literature to high school students.
He once told me how maligned the
name of Ebenezer Scrooge has
become. “Dickens never meant for
Scrooge to be a villain,” he once
said, speaking of Charles Dickens’
classic “Christmas Carol.” Yes,
Scrooge was a miser and disliked
by pretty much everybody. But my

friend reminds me that the story
doesn’t end there. It doesn’t end
with Scrooge dying a miserable and
lonely death. The point of the story is
that Scrooge WAKES UP. After the
restless night of ghost visitations, he
wakes up and decides that things
truly can be different. He can choose
to be compassionate, generous
and happy. He understands that
he can behave toward others in a
different way. He can look at things
differently. His miserable past does
not need to determine his future.
His life story illustrates the words of
George Elliot: “It is never too late to
be what you might have been.”

I regularly remind myself that it
is not too late to be what I might
have been. And I’m learning that
anything can happen...when I wake
up and make different decisions.

Steve Goodier is an ordained
United Methodist minister and the
author of numerous books about
personal development, motivation,
inspiration, and making needed
life changes. He is the founder
and publisher of Your Life Support
System, an e-zine in existence
since 1999. Steve writes a
syndicated newspaper column and
has produced a daily inspirational
radio program. He has taught and
“To this day,” my friend says, “the
counseled people through life
name of Scrooge is synonymous
changes and spiritual development
with somebody stingy and selfish
for three decades. Together with his
when it should be just the opposite. wife Bev, a professional counselor
Scrooge woke up and made different and small group leader, he has led
decisions. He lived the rest of his life numerous workshops on relational,
a model of generosity and joy and
spiritual and inter-personal growth
goodwill toward all. Nobody ever
topics.
“kept Christmas,” Dickens tells us,
like Ebenezer Scrooge.
www.LifeSupportSystem.com

By don Miguel Ruiz

Prayer for Freedom and Prayer for Love
Today, Creator of the Universe, we ask
that you come to us and share with us a
strong communion of love. We know that
your real name is Love, that to have a
communion with you means to share the
same vibration, the same frequency that
you are, because you are the only thing
that exists in the universe.
Today, help us to be like you are, to love
life, to be life, to be love. Help us to love
the way you love, with no conditions,
no expectations, no obligations, without
any judgment. Help us to love and
accept ourselves without any judgment,
because when we judge ourselves, we
find ourselves guilty and we need to be
punished.
Help us to love everything you create
unconditionally, especially other human
beings, especially those who live around
us — all our relatives and people whom
we try so hard to love. Because when
we reject them, we reject ourselves, and
when we reject ourselves, we reject You.
Help us to love others just the way they
are with no conditions. Help us to accept
them the way they are, without judgment,
because if we judge them, we find them
guilty, we blame them, and we have the
need to punish them.
Today, clean our hearts of any emotional
poison that we have, free our minds
from any judgment so that we can live in
complete peace and complete love.
Today is a very special day. Today we
open our hearts to love again so that we
can tell each other “I love you,” without
any fear, and really mean it. Today, we
offer ourselves to you. Come to us, use
our voices, use our eyes, use our hands,
and use our hearts to share ourselves
in a communion of love with everyone.
Today, Creator, help us to be just like
you are. Thank you for everything that
we receive this day, especially for the
freedom to be who we really are. Amen.
Prayer for Love
We are going to share a beautiful dream
together — a dream that you will love to
have all of the time. In this dream you are
in the middle of a beautiful, warm sunny
day. You hear the birds, the wind, and
a little river. You walk toward the river.

At the edge of the river is an old man in
meditation, and you see that out of his
head comes a beautiful light of different
colors. You try not to bother him, but he
notices your presence and opens his
eyes. He has the kind of eyes that are full
of love and a big smile. You ask him how
he is able to radiate all that beautiful light.
You ask him if he can teach you to do
what he is doing. He replies that many,
many, years ago he asked the same
question of his teacher.
The old man begins to tell you his story:
“My teacher opened his chest and took
out his heart, and he took a beautiful
flame from his heart. Then he opened
my chest, opened my heart, and he put
that little flame inside it. He put my heart
back in my chest, and as soon as my
heart was inside me, I felt intense love,
because the flame he put in my heart
was his own love.
“That flame grew in my heart and became
a big, big fire — a fire that doesn’t burn,
but purifies everything that it touches.
And that fire touched each one of the
cells of my body, and the cells of my body
loved me back. I became one with my
body, but my love grew even more. That
fire touched every emotion of my mind,
and all the emotions transformed into
a strong and intense love. And I loved
myself, completely and unconditionally.
“But the fire kept burning and I had the
need to share my love. I decided to put a
little piece of my love in every tree, and
the trees loved me back, and I became
one with the trees, but my love did not
stop, it grew more. I put a piece of love
in every flower, in the grass, in the earth
and they loved me back, and we became
one. And my love grew more and more
to love every animal in the world. They
responded to my love and they loved me
back, and we became one. But my love
kept growing and growing.
“I put a piece of my love in every crystal,
in every stone in the ground, in the dirt, in
the metals, and they loved me back, and
I became one with the earth. And then
I decided to put my love in the water, in
the oceans, in the rivers, in the rain, in
the snow. And they loved me back and
we became one. And still my love grew
more and more. I decided to give my
love to the air, to the wind. I felt a strong

communion with the earth, with the wind,
with the oceans, with nature, and my love
grew and grew.
“I turned my head to the sky, to the sun,
to the stars, and put a little piece of my
love in every star, in the moon, in the sun,
and they loved me back. And I became
one with the moon and the sun and the
stars, and my love kept growing and
growing. And I put a little piece of my love
in every human, and I became one with
the whole of humanity. Wherever I go,
whomever I meet, I see myself in their
eyes, because I am a part of everything,
because I love.”
And then the old man opens his own
chest, takes out his heart with that
beautiful flame inside, and he puts that
flame in your heart. And now that love is
growing inside of you. Now you are one
with the wind, with the water, with the
stars, with all of nature, with all animals,
and with all humans. You feel the heat
and the light emanating from the flame
in your heart. Out of your head shines
a beautiful light of different colors. You
are radiant with the glow of love and you
pray:
Thank you, Creator of the Universe, for
the gift of life you have given me. Thank
you for giving me everything that I have
ever truly needed. Thank you for the
opportunity to experience this beautiful
body and this wonderful mind. Thank you
for living inside me with all your love, with
your pure and boundless spirit, with your
warm and radiant light.
Thank you for using my words, for using
my eyes, for using my heart to share
your love wherever I go. I love you just
the way you are, and because I am your
creation, I love myself just the way I am.
Help me to keep the love and the peace
in my heart and to make that love a new
way of life, that I may live in love the rest
of my life. Amen.
Excerpted from The Four Agreements:
A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom.
Copyright © 1997 by Miguel Angel
Ruiz, M.D. Reprinted by Permission of
Amber-Allen Publishing, Inc., San Rafael,
California.
www.miguelruiz.com

Tips to Soothe
Holiday Hangovers
By Dr. Mao Shing Ni
‘Tis the season filled with warmth,
joy, good spirits, and unfortunately,
overindulgence. Our tradition of toasting
family, friends and colleagues can
sometimes lead to feelings of imbalance
and downright unpleasantness the next
day.
How much is too much?
While I personally tend toward tea as
my drink of choice, alcohol is definitely
in the mix for adults during the holidays.
Luckily, a drink a day does not appear to
make or break your longevity plans. In
fact, there has been extensive scientific
research into the health benefits of wine
due to its high content of the antioxidant
resveratrol. Found in the skin of the
grape, resveratrol is a compound that
can reduce cholesterol and may help
prevent cancer with its anti-inflammatory
properties. Wine has also been said to
keep blood from thickening in the blood
vessels, preventing blood clots, stroke,
and plaque buildup. This could be one
theory why the French have a lower
incidence of coronary disease. But here’s
the catch: more than one glass can do a
lot more harm than good.
Five Hangover Soothers
Almost all adults have found themselves
at one time or another (especially this
time of year) guilty of having too much
of a good thing. Which can turn bad. It’s
called the hangover.
1. Calm the stomach with ginger
Ginger has long been used in China to
fire up the circulation, settle the stomach,
and help counteract the bleary effect
of that last ironic toast to health and
happiness. In addition to hangovers,
ginger tea has been found to soothe
the digestive lining and balance gastric
juices, which can be very beneficial a
half-hour after eating a festive meal.
Ginger Tea – drink one hour afterward,
or between drinks.
Cut a two-inch piece from fresh ginger
root and thinly slice. Bring three cups
of water to boil in a pot. Add the sliced
ginger and reduce heat to a simmer.
Brew for about five minutes. Then strain
out the ginger and sip the tea slowly.
Drink the tea as often as needed to keep

the nausea away. Sweeten with honey if
you like. And feel free to use ginger tea
bags if that is easier for you.
2. Soothe a headache with lavender
A fearsome headache can be the worst
part of the morning after. Here’s a way to
please the senses and soothe your aching
head. Put five drops of lavender essential
oil in one cup of warm water. Soak a small
towel in the water, and then wring it dry.
Place it on your forehead as a compress.
3. Ease the pressure with herbs
Detoxification is an important part of
easing out of a hangover. Here’s a
detoxifying herbal tea that will help reduce
head pressure: Boil 2 tbsp. each of
chrysanthemum flowers and mint leaves in
4 cups of water for 15 minutes. Drink this
tea throughout the day until your headache
subsides.
Other herbs that can help relieve
headaches are feverfew, wintergreen,
chamomile, and passionflower.
Bonus tip: Some of my patients use
Hangover, a Chinese herbal remedy that is
helpful for relieving symptoms of hangover.
4. Water!
The biggest culprit of excessive drinking
is dehydration, which causes many of the
unpleasant symptoms. So rehydrate your
body and flush out the toxins as soon as
possible (even between drinks) with a few
glasses of room temperature, filtered water
after a night of celebration.
5. The very best way to treat a hangover
Don’t get one. First, make sure you have
some food in your stomach before you
have a drink. Then, if there are many toasts
in the evening plan, substitute ginger ale,
club soda, or water with a slice of lemon in
it. You’ll find a lot more joy in your holiday
time if you don’t have to use any of the
above remedies. And not only will you be
preserving your liver, your memory of the
occasion will be a lot clearer.
May you Live Long, Live Strong, and Live
Happy!
Dr. Mao Shing Ni, best known as Dr. Mao
is a bestselling author, doctor of Oriental
Medicine and board certified anti-aging

expert. He has recently appeared on
The Ricki Lake Show, Dr. Oz, and
contributes to Yahoo Health and The
Huffington Post. Dr. Mao practices
acupuncture, nutrition, and Chinese
medicine with his associates at the Tao
of Wellness in Santa Monica, Newport
Beach and Pasadena, CA. Dr. Mao and
his brother, Dr. Daoshing Ni, founded
the Tao of Wellness more than 25 years
ago in addition to founding Yo San
University in Marina del Rey.
www.taoofwellness.com

By Ed & Dep Shapiro

Making Friends With Meditation
Meditation: a well-used yet
so often misunderstood word.
Yes, it is simple: just calm the
mind and be still, breathe, pay
attention and be present. But it’s
not always so easy! The mind
is notoriously resistant to being
quiet, and as soon as we want to
be still it seems to do everything
it can to distract us. Within a few
minutes thoughts are wandering,
body starts to itch, ache, or want
to move, things we need to do
suddenly seem vitally important,
and because we’re so distracted
we soon feel inadequate and no
good at it.

The mind is described as
being like a monkey bitten by a
scorpion and, just as a monkey
leaps from branch to branch, so
the mind leaps from one thing to
another, constantly distracted.
Then, when we come to sit still
and begin to pay attention, we
find all this manic activity going
on and it seems insanely noisy.
It’s actually nothing new, just that
now we’re aware of it whereas
before we were immersed in it,
unaware that such chatter was so
constant.
“When we do, we see all these
runaway thoughts that race
through the mind, like I wonder
if my car will be ready, is my
parking meter overdue, will I
get a ticket, should I get a new
car, is my girlfriend happy?
Our minds are filled with these
preoccupations, and we don’t
even realize it,” says Professor
Robert Thurman in Be The
Change.
The experience of the mind being
so busy is very normal. It’s not
as if we can suddenly turn our
mind off, that would be like trying
to catch the wind. But having a
busy mind doesn’t mean we can’t
meditate; it just means we’re like
everyone else. Even if we have
non-stop meaningless thoughts,
that’s fine. Thoughts are just
thoughts.
“Meditation can be intimidating.
Sitting there, doing nothing, just
breathing can be trickier than
it sounds. It may feel strange,
uncomfortable, or even put you to
sleep. You start to fidget, adjust
your seat, clothes, and hair,
anything to have something to
do,” writes yogini Tara Stiles on
HuffingtonPost.com. “Meditation
can be like a battle with yourself,
your thoughts, your body. But if
you stick with the uncomfortable
moments, they will start to
fade away and cool things will
happen.”
That’s why it’s vital that we make
friends with meditation. It’s no
help at all if we feel we have to
meditate and then feel guilty if we
miss the allotted time, or only do
ten minutes when we’d said we’d
do thirty. Better to sit for a just a
few minutes and enjoy what we’re

doing than to make ourselves
sit there, teeth gritted, because
we’ve been told that only thirty
or even forty minutes will have
any affect.
Meditation is not a war. It is
a way of making friends with
ourselves. - Rick Fields
Doing It
To clear the mind, there’s
nothing simpler than watching
the natural in-and-out flow of
the breath. The mind might
become distracted and wander
off into different thoughts, but
the breath always brings us
into the present moment. We
constantly come back to that
flow.
“Perhaps the most important
thing is that we don’t have
to stop the mind in order to
meditate, just stop paying
attention to it,” says meditation
teacher Noah Levine in Be The
Change. “What we are doing is
training our awareness to pay
attention to the breath and the
body and to let the mind do its
own thing in the background.”
We can see thoughts like
clouds in the sky moving
without stopping and without
affecting the clarity or brilliance
of the sky, or see them like
birds—beautiful, here one
minute and then watch them
fly away. Apply this to feelings
as well as thoughts, and we
see how everything comes and
goes, nothing stays, nothing
is permanent, no matter how
strong or insistent the thought
or feeling may be.
Award-Winning Authors Ed
and Deb of Be The Change,
How Meditation Can Transform
You and the World, are
mindfulness, meditation and
yoga experts. Deb’s new novel
is: Merging: Women in Love -what happens when you fall in
love with the least likely person
of the least likely gender? –
and she’s the author of Your
Body Speaks Your Mind, now
in 19 languages. They have
three meditation CDs.
EdandDebShapiro.com

Caryn O’Sullivan

Managing The Holiday Season With A Smile!
The holiday season, which really lasts
October through January, is a busy time
for everyone. Starting at Halloween,
we blissfully watch kids scour the
neighborhood for candy. Then we move
onto Thanksgiving where we eat more
than we ever should. Once we are turkeyed out, Christmas and Hanukah arrive
with their irresistible sweets and abundant
munchies. Finally, it all ends with elegant
New Year’s Eve parties and football
madness. Between the parties, sweets,
alcohol, late nights, hangovers, crowded
airports and malls and lack of time for
exercising, etc., we place an incredible
demand on our bodies. We eat, drink,
party and shop more than usual, and then
with the little energy we have left, we start
to diet and vow to lose 5-10-20 pounds.
All this holiday cheer falls during winter –
a season of colder weather and shorter
days, and a time when the natural rhythm
of winter indicates it’s time to slow down,
take it easy and relax and use less energy.
All around us animals are starting to
hibernate; plants and trees are at rest.
However, we do the opposite and pack our
schedules with more things than any other
time of the year. Combining our go-go-go
mentality with overeating and drinking is a
huge burden on the digestive and immune
systems. Soon, this leads to exhaustion,
depression, adrenal fatigue, and illness.
How many times have you gotten sick in
January?
Fortunately, the holiday season does not
have to be difficult. In fact, it can even be
merry and bright like the songs say. With a
solid plan of action to keep you balanced,
healthy and vibrant through the holidays,
you will be ready to start the New Year
healthy and strong.
Managing Your Time
It is especially important during this busy
season to manage your time wisely.
Holiday parties, gatherings, and dinners
require a lot of energy, especially if
you over-commit. So, start by setting
boundaries and saying “NO” to the events
you don’t want to attend. Establish your
priorities and kindly decline the rest. It
is better to say “NO” from the start than

to over-commit and find yourself feeling
obligated. Do you really need to go to that
cookie exchange or go out for drinks again
with your colleagues? In reality, it’s not a
big deal if you miss a party or two. It’s more
important to schedule in that down time.
Avoiding Wallet Woes
Every year the holidays present a challenge
on finances. It is the season of giving, but
that doesn’t mean you have to give all your
money away! Before the shopping begins,
take time to set a budget. Determine what
you can afford to spend this year in cash
and what you can afford to put on credit and
pay off in a reasonable time period. If you
have a large family, discuss doing a grab
bag this year instead of buying for everyone.
The people who love you don’t want you to
be financially stressed. Finally, if you love
baking, sewing or some other craft, give a
homemade gift this year. Your creative gifts
and talents will be appreciated.
Managing Your Weight And Getting Past
Sweet Temptations
If there is ever a time where temptations
lurk, it is “the most wonderful time of year!”
Overeating has actually become part of
the enjoyment of the holidays. People tend
to bring out the best foods, homemade
desserts and seasonal treats, so it is fairly
easy to consume a few hundred extra
calories on a daily basis. The biggest
challenges you will face this year are
temptation, defeat, denial and guilt. The
temptation of mouthwatering treats on
the table; trying so hard not to eat them,
but unable to resist them (defeat); then,
rationalizing that another one won’t matter
(denial); and finally the guilt from eating too
much or too many. That is not a very joyful
cycle to be in from November - January, is
it? So, start now by making an action plan
with easy commitments you can make to
keep yourself from the Temptation, Defeat,
Denial, and Guilt cycle. Here are some of
my suggestions:
• Prepare food at home. This way you can
control your portion size and ingredients.
• Eat consciously. When you actually take
the time to sit down, smell and taste your
food, and chew it thoroughly, it may not be

what you imagined it to be, and maybe you
will eat just one, instead of three or four.
You will also recognize when you are full
and avoid overeating.
• Drink water. Water cleans out the body,
helps things move along and keep you
healthy. Room temperature water should
be your main drink (cold water comprises
digestion).
• Eat whole foods rather than processed
foods. Stick with fruits, vegetables, whole
grains and healthy fats like avocado, olive
oil and coconut oil as the bulk of your diet.
Eating healthy on a regular basis give your
body more resistance for the occasional
treat.
• Don’t eat to fill your emotions. If you are
prone to emotional eating and the holidays
are a difficult time, then decide now to talk
to someone and get support. Enlist a friend
to help you get past the temptations or
make a list of things you could do other than
eat when you feel down and put it on the
refrigerator.
Take the time now to develop a plan of
action on how to get through the holidays
this year. By doing so, you can celebrate
and enjoy the festivities without the guilt.
Within your plan, allow for the occasional
set back. Don’t beat yourself up if you eat
or drink too much one night, it is okay. Just
start over the next day and get back on
track. Most importantly, remember that your
body loves you. Your heart doesn’t skip a
beat and your stomach constantly digests
what you eat. It is important to take care of
your body in return by feeding it properly
and resting it appropriately.
For more tips on managing the Holiday
season, please go to www.appetitesforlife.
com and download Appetites for Life’s
Holiday SurTHRIVEal workbook.
Caryn O’Sullivan a health coach and
founder of Appetites for Life. Caryn supports
women who want a positive connection with
food and with themselves.
www.appetitesforlife.com
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By Cheryl Richardson

You Might Not Think You’re
This Kind Of Person, But…
Ever since I was 12 years old I’ve
called myself a writer. The title felt
legit. I didn’t need to publish a book
or have a byline in a magazine. As
far as I was concerned, the fact that
I kept a journal and wrote in it nearly
every day gave me license to call
myself a writer.

with this unhealed stuff, she also had
a good chance of reconnecting with
the dreams that ignited her heart
during the vulnerable years of puberty.
You know, the parts of us that often
got trampled, distorted, ignored, or
driven out by authority figures who met
with the same fate.

Calling myself an artist, however,
was a different story. My husband
Michael is an artist. He started
cartooning in grade school and
continues to this day. He also has a
gift for architecture and design. His
creative eye is reflected throughout
every room of our home. He’s
always been the artist in the family.

Well, as I entered the perimenopause
period of my life (pun intended),
that’s exactly what happened. I was
confronted with lifelong patterns that
needed to be healed and released.
Patterns like trying to rescue people
who didn’t want to be rescued, or the
need to perform to achieve a level of
success that mattered more to others
than my own soul.

Until now.
Many years ago, during a family
reunion, my brother-in-law, Walter,
did something that roused a sleeping
part of me. He created a special
family game with personalized
nametags and when he handed me
mine it read, “Artist.” I looked at
him, looked at the nametag, looked
back at Walter to be sure he’d given
it to the right person, and when he
nodded yes, I stuck it to the front of
my shirt.
As soon as I took possession of the
title, something weird happened. I
had a vision of a little girl inside me
jumping up and down screaming,
Yes! Yes! Yes!
Who is this kid, I wondered. That
nametag was an invitation to
marry passion with desire. An
invitation I would ignore for the
next fifteen years. Fast forward to
perimenopause.
Dr. Chris Northrup, the wise
woman who wrote The Wisdom of
Menopause, said that when a woman
reaches the perimenopause stage
of her life, things that hadn’t been
dealt with during her adolescent
years would come up again to be
experienced and healed. If she dealt

Confronting these patterns meant also
confronting the parts of me that were
arrogant (I knew what others needed),
manipulative (I tried to get them to see
it), and controlling (General Manager
of the Universe, remember?).
As unattractive as these parts were,
I held onto them. Who would I be
without the roles that defined me for
most of my life?
Well, as I’ve turned a corner on this
particular healing stage of my life,
I’ve become reacquainted with that
screaming little girl and she’s offered
me a far better role. Turns out she’s
the artist and, because I’ve paid
attention to her this time around, she’s
begun running the show.
Each one of us has a little artist inside
begging to be seen and heard and
paid attention to. She wants to build
something. He wants to create. We
all want to experience the magic
of losing ourselves to something
mysterious and light-filled and
transcendent.
Yes, I’m a writer – an artist. The blank
page is my canvas. Words are my
paint, my pastels, my pens. But I’m
also much more. I’m a woman who
loves to express her creativity in a

variety of ways. I’ve started singing
for the sheer joy of it. I’ve transformed
my home office into a sensual, French
salon. And I’m indulging my love of
fashion by choosing new and different
clothes.
Maybe you’re the dad who makes the
best brownies in town, or a singer who
adds just the right notes to her church
choir. You might be a carpenter
who makes magic with a hammer
and nails, or an electrician who’s
gifted at putting together the most
outrageous holiday light show for your
neighborhood.
The point is to listen – to pay attention
to that little kid inside you who has his
or her hand on the ribbon tied to your
creative spirit.
It’s your lifeline to joy…
It’s your lifeline to success…
It’s your lifeline to you.
Cheryl Richardson is the New York
Times best-selling author of several
books including, Take Time for Your
Life, Life Makeovers, Stand Up for
Your Life, The Unmistakable Touch
of Grace, The Art of Extreme Self
Care and her new book with Louise
Hay entitled You Can Create an
Exceptional Life. Cheryl is a lifestyle
coach and speaker whose work has
been featured on Good Morning
America, The Today Show, CBS
This Morning, New York Times, USA
Today, Good Housekeeping, and O
Magazine. She was the team leader
for the Lifestyle Makeover Series on
the Oprah Winfrey Show and she
accompanied Oprah on the “Live Your
Best Life” nationwide tour. Cheryl also
served as the co-executive producer
and host of “The Life Makeover
Project with Cheryl Richardson” on
the Oxygen Network, and as the coexecutive producer and host of two
Public Television Specials – “Stand Up
for Your Life” and “Create an Abundant
Life.”
www.cherylrichardson.com

ed gaelick

When Can I Enroll or Change My
Health Insurance Options?

It has been almost a full year since
the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (ACA) more commonly known
as Obamacare has required most
individuals to have health insurance. If
you previously missed your opportunity
to purchase coverage or would like to
make changes to your current plan, your
chance to do so is just around the corner.
Individuals/Families (non-group)
Regardless of the 2014 effective date,
ALL personal policies will renew on
January 1, 2015. Insurance carriers
may alter some of their products, so it is
important to review your renewal package
carefully to see what your new premium
will be as well as if your benefits will be
changing.
The Annual Open Enrollment Period
started November 15, 2014, and
continues through February 15, 2015.
During this time, you may research
options and enroll in the plan that best fits
your needs and/or budget. There are two
“places” to purchase insurance:
On-Exchange aka Marketplace Plans:
• Applications must be received by the
15th for a 1st of the following month
effective date (e.g. received December
9, effective January 1). If information
is received after the 15th, enrollment
will become effective on the first of the
next subsequent month (e.g., received ,
December 18, effective February 1).
• Eligibility for Medicaid, premium
subsidies and/or additional cost sharing
reductions are determined.

• Current enrollees must reestablish
eligibility for subsidies and additional
cost sharing reductions. Each year
the “Exchange” will send you IRS
Form 1095-A which will include
information you or your accountant
will need to complete Form 8962
(Premium Tax Credit) and file with your
personal income tax return. Like W-2
statements, the 1095-A forms must be
sent to you on or before January 31st.
Off-Exchange Plans:
• The same Open Enrollment Period
applies; however, carriers may extend
submission deadlines. Check with your
local insurance professional for State
specific information.
• Subsidies and additional cost sharing
reductions are not available.
• IRS Form 8692 is not required and
1095-A’s will not be sent
Business Owners (group)
You may implement a group health plan
at any time throughout the year. Note
that certain specific enrollment criteria
must be met; however, contribution
and participation requirements may be
waived during the annual Employer
Open Enrollment Period which is from
November 15th through December
15th for a January 1st effective date.
Although employers with less than 50
full time employees are not required
to provide their employees with
health insurance at this time, many
businesses see the benefits and do.

The employer mandate to offer health
insurance to your full time employees
applies to:
• Employers with 100+ full time
equivalent employees
Becomes effective on January 1, 2015
• Employers with 50-99 full time
equivalent employees
Has been postponed to January 1,
2016
It is important to work with a
professional you trust understands
all the rules of the ACA and who
will present all of your options and
recommend the best alternative for
your specific situation.
Ed Gaelick established PSI
Consultants, LLC, located in Glen
Rock, NJ, where he specializes
in company sponsored employee
benefits, business planning and
personal insurance. Throughout his
career, Ed has received many of the
highest professional honors awarded in
the insurance industry. His dedication,
integrity and fortitude have earned him
great respect from his clients, staff and
peers.
www.psi-consultants.com
This article is intended to provide guidance
only. PSI Consultants is located in New Jersey.
Regulations may vary by State and/or size of
company.
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Grow Or Die
By Carol Kelly

In his research, Dr. George
Land provides a model for
understanding change and its
various dimensions. Change
is a necessary part of life.
Everyone experiences change.
There is no such thing as
status quo.

the way things are now.

The key is not to “get over it”,
but to “transcend it”.

On second thought, I do have a
choice: to grow or die (remain
stuck). What I am saying is
that, since change is a wall and
transition the gate in that wall,
it’s there for you to go through it.
Choose to grow!

Transition represents a path to
follow.

To shift your attention away
from the change (the wall)
toward transition (the path), you
need to ask yourself “What is
it time for me to let go of?” If
Either there is growth and
your change was the loss of
development (change) or
a job, what might you have to
the opposite holds true
let go of? Let’s see: a regular
(stagnation). I remember a
income, a group of colleagues
particular conversation I had
and friends, a regular place to
with a man whose wife had
divorced him for another man. go every morning, a way to use
“I just can’t get over it!” he said your talents, a way to structure
with great emotion. “How do I your time. You’d also lose an
identity—or at least an answer
get over it?”
to the question, “What do you
As he talked, I had a picture
do?” Those are the things that
of his wife leaving him as a
losing your job would force you
high wall that blocked his path, to do without.
a wall that he was struggling
So, what is it time for you to
to climb over. That is the
let go of? In some areas of
way change often feels in our
lives—like a barrier across our your life, you are probably in
path, a disruption of our plans, transition right now. I’ve always
found that asking that question
a big hole that’s opened up at
our feet. Instinctively, we look opens up the path I have to
follow. It’s often a path I’d prefer
for a way to “get over it.” And
not to have to follow, but given
so often our way of “getting
the change, I don’t have much
over it” is to enter another
choice. Fortunately, it is also a
relationship with all of our
hurts, feelings, beliefs from the path that often leads to personal
growth.
past relationship.

The key is not to merely “get
over it”, but to “transcend
it” by letting go of the inner
connections you had to the
way things were. The key is
to yield to a journey through
transition. Transition is not just
a nice way to say change. It
is the inner process through
which people come to terms
with a change, as they let go of
the way things used to be and
come to reorient themselves to

Carol Kelly is a transformational
change agent who equips and
empowers her clients to manage
and leverage the human,
internal side of change called
transition. She is the founder
of the Center for Transitional
Change.
www.centerfortransitionalchange.com

Sam Von Reiche, PsyD

Seven Tips to Enjoy Happy (And Sane!)
Holidays In Spite Of Your Family
If you are starting to perspire
at the idea of weathering this
holiday season in close quarters
with your family of origin, you are
not alone! It has been estimated
that 96 percent of Americans
have “dysfunctional” families, at
least to some degree. And let’s
face it, at no time during the year
is it harder to avoid them! So,
what to do? Here are seven of
my top tips (many of which I did
not learn in a book!) on how to
get through ‘til January 2, 2015,
with your head still sitting on top
of your neck. Heck, you might
even enjoy yourself a little!
Happiness Is An Inside Job.
The most important strategy for
dealing with any challenge is to
change your own attitude about
it. The way you think determines
how you feel about anything,
including your family. In order
to be a happy and well adjusted
person, you must become aware
of your thoughts as often as
possible. Then you can take full
responsibility for tailoring them in
a positive direction. You will be
amazed at how good you become
at this with some practice!
Problem or Opportunity? If you
are going to spend considerable
time around certain family
members who have lots of issues
over the holidays, are you going
to moan and groan and feel like
a victim? Or will you step back
a little and see Thanksgiving,
Chanukah and Christmas as
opportunities to practice gratitude
for what you have (yes, that
includes your family!), patience,
tolerance and forgiveness?
Aren’t these principles at the
heart of the holiday season? How
about the one relative you’re
really looking forward to seeing
this year? Focus on him/her
rather than the ones you can live
without.
A Little Is Good. Too Much, Not
So Much. Too much drinking will
lower your inhibitions and make
it more difficult to be diplomatic
and grounded in a stressful
interpersonal situation.
Arrive Late and Leave Early.
There is no rule in the world that

says you have to be the first one
there and the last one standing at
a family gathering. You’ll feel much
less stressed out after three hours
than six.
Distraction Is The Best Reaction.
If you need a break from the action,
get up and do something to be
helpful. Volunteer to serve food or
clear some dishes off the table. It
is better to distract yourself than
to hang in there when you feel like
you’re about to flip your lid.
Observe To Conserve. Don’t waste
your energy trying to debate with
Uncle Harry on his ridiculously rigid
and judgmental opinions. Do you
really think you can change him at
68, even a bit? This is your chance
to step back out of the drama and
observe as it plays itself out without
you in the middle of it.
Know When To Say No. There
are times when it’s a much better
idea to skip the larger family
holiday thing in favor of your own
celebration at home with spouse,
partner, and kids. There is no
reason whatsoever to put yourself in
a position to be emotionally abused
in any way. And while not the norm,
if you feel upset or afraid about
encountering a relative (or family
friend) at a holiday gathering who
abused you as a child, once again
there is no reason to traumatize
yourself in order to fulfill any social
obligation.
Sam Von Reiche, Psy. D. is a
licensed psychologist and certified
success coach with over 20 years
of experience and a thriving
private practice in northern New
Jersey. Her areas of expertise
include relationship and marriage
counseling and coaching, adult
ADD/ADHD, addiction (drug and
alcohol, as well as food, relationship
and sex addiction), mood
challenges including depression
and anxiety, and success coaching
to help her clients live their “best
life”. Dr. Sam is active in the media,
with frequent radio and television
appearances. Her articles have
been featured in the Huffington
Post, CNN.Com, CBS.Com,
Glamour.Com and SheKnows.Com.
www.drsamvonreiche.com

Start Giving Yourself
What You Really Want
By Guy Finley

It’s a little known secret that our
experience of life in any given
moment is a direct reflection of
what we actually value in that
same moment. We may deny
this unsettling truth but, when
it comes to what we are in
relationship with – inwardly and
outwardly – actions speak louder
than words, and, seen or not, all
actions are a choice of one kind
or another.
Nothing in the universe can
make us choose to act against
ourselves, as in when we consort
with self-compromising negative
states. Living in sorrow, with
anger, or awash in regrets, is a
consensual affair. These dark
states never dance alone; they
must have a partner to produce
their pain. Which brings us to
this good news: we are released
from the dark embrace of any
unhappy thought or feeling in the
same moment we see that we’ve
been tricked into dancing that
troubling tango.
Use the following five insights to
help you choose higher selfawareness as your “new partner”
in life, and watch how effortless it
becomes to start giving yourself
what you really want.
1. When you want peace within
yourself, more than you want
to feel agitated over unwanted
events taking place around you,
then you will know the serenity
for which you long.
2. When you want to be at ease
with yourself around friends and

strangers alike, more than you
want that uneasy feeling that
comes with fawning to win their
approval, then you will know the
quiet self-command for which you
long.
3. When you want to be patient
with others, more than you
want to feel frustrated over their
inability to please you, then you
will know the forbearance for
which you long.
4. When you want authority over
yourself, more than you want the
conflict that comes with trying to
control the behavior of others,
then you will know the command
for which you long.
5. When you want to share in the
fullness of the present moment,
more than you want the sinking
feeling that you’re missing out
on life, then you will know the
unshakable sense of wholeness
for which you long.
Key Lesson: In this life there is no
greater prize than one’s ability to
be in full possession of oneself,
regardless of circumstance;
neither is there any task with so
great a personal price.
Guy Finley is the best-selling
author of more than 40 books
and audio albums on selfrealization. He is the founder
and director of Life of Learning
Foundation, a nonprofit center
for self-study located in southern
Oregon.
www.guyfinley.org

COOKING WITH CHEF TODD

Maple Jerked Chicken Bites Wrapped In Bacon
Prep time: 25 minutes
Cook time: 45 minutes
Approximate Yield: 12-15 each,
3 ounce portion bites
Gluten Free
Ingredients for chicken bites:
-1 1/2 lbs. boneless skinless
chicken breasts (cut into 2 inch
cubes)
-1 (1 lb.) package sliced maple
flavored smoked bacon
-1/2 cup firmly packed light brown
sugar
-2 tablespoons Jerked Caribbean
seasoning
-1 tsp. crushed red pepper flakes
Ingredients for dipping sauce
- ½ cup maple syrup (option use
honey in place of maple syrup)
- 1 8 oz. can condensed milk
(unsweetened or sweetened )
Directions:
Preheat oven to 350°F. Cut
chicken breasts into 2 -inch cubes
approximately, 2 ounces each
cube.

Cut each bacon slice into
halves. Wrap each chicken cube
with bacon and secure with a
pick inserted on the horizontal
starting where bacon seam
overlaps.
Stir together brown sugar and
Jerked Caribbean seasoning,
along with pepper flakes and
mix well. Gently toss wrapped
chicken in mixture to coat.
Coat a rack and broiler pan with
non-stick cooking spray. Place
chicken on rack in broiler pan.
Bake at 350°F for 30 to 35
minutes, or until bacon is crisp.
Make maple dipping sauce. In
medium sauce pan heat maple
syrup, whisk in condensed milk.
Simmer 3- 5 minutes. Let cool
to room temperature before use
Place in individual 4 ounce
ramkins for dipping.
www.cookingwithcheftodd.com

